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Everything is in there! Wazap – Wazap is a premium video loop service. Wazap is not the first but is among the best video loop
services. Wazap offers a free starter pack to explore the feature. There is a paid subscription for a premium service. For the free
service, you will get one loop for 30 days. There are plans for monthly, yearly and lifetime subscription. The platform also
features a great responsive interface and decent customer support. There is a dedicated knowledge base as well. Vodkapedia –
Vodkapedia is a free video loop service. Vodkapedia is like Youtube for video loops. There are two options here. One is that
you will have to select the loop from a huge library. The other is that you will have to record the loop yourself. You need to edit
the loop once you record it. This is a free service and you get a loop for 30 days. LoopMaker – LoopMaker is a loop creation
platform. Here, you will have to upload your video. The video will then be edited automatically. The creator can add some cool
editing effects and this makes a unique loop. You will have to pay $10 to $20 to get an edited loop. The editing process takes a
few minutes. Miramax – Miramax is a loop creation service. Miramax is a free and premium version. There are two types of
loops here. One is the “Build your own” loop where you will have to choose the style, and the duration of the loop. The other
option is “Random loops”. This will give you random loops. Both versions of the service have a free subscription and a premium
subscription. You will get 100 loops for free. How to use video looping service Now that you have chosen the looping service to
use, how do you use it? Wazap – Download Wazap from their website. On the website, you will find a Wazap installer. Use it to
install the Wazap software on your computer. Vodkapedia – Vodkapedia is a website for creating loops. You will get the option
of either uploading a video to the website or creating one from scratch. If you want to create one from scratch, you need to edit
the video manually. If you want a loop to use on YouTube, then you can choose the one there. On
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